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1. Introduction. This paper utilizes as a principal tool the factorization of every

reflector as the composition of two epi-reflectors in categories satisfying certain

general conditions. A prior result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a

subcategory to be epi-reflective. These lead to necessary and sufficient conditions

for a subcategory to be cowell powered reflective. If the class of categories is

further restricted, without however excluding any of those that arise naturally

from classical mathematics, it is possible to exhibit factorizations of every reflector

into two epi-reflectors through a greatest and a smallest intermediate category.

Finally, some results are obtained concerning the generation and intersection of

epi-reflective and reflective subcategories.

Definition. A subcategory stf of a category 38 is said to be reflective if to

every J'-object B, there corresponds an ^-object R(B) known as the reflection of

B in si and a reflection map r(B): B -> R(B), such that for any map / from B to

an <s/-object A, there is a unique map R(f): R(B)—* A satisfying the equation

/= R(f) o r(B). We may extend A1 to a functor from 88 to s/ by letting

R(g) = R(r(B2) ° g) where g: Br -*■ B2 is any J'-map. R is then called the reflector

from 38 to s/. Note that for a given reflective subcategory, the reflector and the re-

flection maps are unique up to isomorphism. If each reflection map is epi(mono),

s/ is said to be an epi{mono)-reflective subcategory of 38 and R is said to be an

epi(mono)-reflector.

For the basic definitions of category theory, see Freyd [1]. To simplify the state-

ment of theorems and definitions, all subcategories will be assumed to be full and

replete. Terms will be prefixed by the name of the relevant category whenever

necessary for emphasis or precision.

This paper was primarily inspired by a very interesting paper by Kennison [2],

in which he defines and characterizes three types of reflective subcategory of 3~, the

category of topological spaces. Previously, Freyd [1, p. 87] had given sufficient

conditions for a subcategory to be reflective, which were subsequently generalized

by Isbell [4, p. 1276] in a bicategorical setting. Kennison modified Freyd's results

to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for epi-reflective subcategories of 3~

and 3~2.     is the category of Tt spaces.) My first result is thus a generalization of
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Kennison's results to a large class of categories. The method of factorization of

reflectors was obtained independently by Kennison [3] for a different class of cate-

gories. He also has a more general bicategorical version of my Theorem 4. The

generation and intersection problems were posed by Isbell [5, p. 33, Problem 8]

with regard to reflective subcategories of the category of uniform spaces.

The author wishes to thank the referee for strengthening the statements of

Theorems 7 and 8.

2. Statement of results.   Let sä be a subcategory of 88.

Definition 1. 88 is said to be sä-cowell powered if for each ^-object B, the class

of those .^/-objects that are quotient objects of B has a representative set.

Definition 2. sä is said to be a quasi-epi-reflective (q e r) subcategory of 88 if

for any map/e 88(B, A) where A is an ^/-object, there is an ^-object A' and maps

fx e (77, A'),f2 e (A', A) such that/ is epi and/=/2 °fx.

Definition 3. A factorable category is one in which every map may be factored

as an epi followed by a mono.

The first three theorems treat the problem of characterization of a reflective

subcategory; the final result is Theorem 3, which characterizes a cowell powered,

reflective subcategory of a factorable, cowell powered category with products.

Theorem 1. Let 88 be an sä-cowell powered category with products, sä is a ^-epi-

reflective subcategory of 88 iff (1) sä contains all 88-products of sä-objects and

(2) sä is aqer subcategory of 88.

In Theorems 2 and 3, will be a factorable, cowell powered category with

products.

Theorem 2. Let sä be a reflective subcategory of ^ and let 88 be the subcategory

of£ whose objects are the ^-subobjects of sä-objects. sä is a 88-epi-reflective sub-

category of 8S and 88 is a ^-epi-reflective subcategory of If.

Theorem 3. Let sä be a subcategory of *<£ and let 88 be the subcategory of ^

whose objects are the ^-subobjects of sä-objects. sä is a cowell powered, reflective

subcategory of£ iff (Y) 88 is sä-cowell powered, (2) sä contains each -product of

sä-objects and (3) sä is a q e r subcategory of 8$.

Definition 4. A mono /: A -> B is said to be extremal if in any factorization

f=g o e where e is epi, e must be iso. (A,f) is said to be an extremal subobject of 77.

Theorem 4 is a more convenient characterization of epi-reflective subcategories

and utilizes the theory of extremal subobjects that is developed in §6.

Theorem 4. Let 88 be a left complete, well and sä-cowell powered category, sä is

an epi-reflective subcategory of 88 iff sä contains all 88-products and 88-extremal

subobjects of its objects.
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Definition 5. Let A" be a reflector from <€ to si. If R = ST where T: % -» 38 is a

^-epi-reflector and S: 88 -+si is a j'-epi-reflector, then is said to be an inter-

mediate category of the pair (si, (€).

Thus Theorem 2 asserts that the subcategory whose objects are the ^"-subobjects

of J2/-objects is an intermediate category of (si, <€). Theorems 5 and 6 show that

under certain conditions there are greatest and smallest intermediate categories.

Theorem 5. Let si be a reflective subcategory of a well powered category <€ with

intersections and difference kernels. The subcategory 88' whose objects are the <€-

extremal subobjects of the <$i-objects is the smallest intermediate subcategory of

Theorem 6. Let si, 8$' and % be as in Theorem 5 and let be, in addition, cowell

powered and left complete. Define 89", a subcategory oftf, as follows: B" is a 38"-object

iff for each 38'-object B' and pair of maps fuf2: R(B') -> B",fx o r(B')=f2 ° r(B')

=>/i = f2. (Here, R is the reflector from 38' to si and riß'): B' -> R(B') is the corre-

sponding reflection map.) 89" is then the largest intermediate category of (si, c6).

The final two theorems concern the generation and intersection of reflective

subcategories. will be assumed to be a left complete, well and cowell powered

category.

Theorem 7. Let Zf be a subcategory of ^. Let 88 be the subcategory of ^ whose

objects are the ^-extremal subobjects of products of ^-objects and si be the sub-

category of 89 whose objects are the 8S-extremal subobjects of products of £f-objects.

(1) 88 is the smallest epi-reflective subcategory of IS that contains S".

(2) If 2 is any reflective subcategory oft> and if £> contains £f, then 3i also contains

si. Thus a necessary condition for Sf to be reflective is that Sp = si.

(3) If 89 is cowell powered, then si is the smallest reflective subcategory ofH that

contains £f.

Theorem 8. Let {si^ be a class of reflective subcategories of c€.

(1) If each sit is epi-reflective, then f) sit is epi-reflective.

(2) If 88 is cowell powered and an intermediate category of each (sih '€), then

Pl    is reflective.

(3) If 88x is an intermediate category of (siu <$) for each i and C] 88i is cowell

powered, then (~) sit is reflective and C) 38\ is an intermediate category of (C\ siu <€).

3. Proof of Theorem 1. => (1) It can be shown that when the ^-left root of an

^-diagram is reflected in si, the reflection map is an isomorphism. This method

does not depend upon the conditions on si or 88.

(2) If/maps a j'-object B to an ^/-object A, then f=R(f) ° r(B) where r(B) is an

epi that maps B to an ^/-object R(B).

o Let B be a j'-object. Since 88 is J3/-cowell powered, the class of quotient

objects of B that are also ^/-objects has a representative set, {BA}. Thus we may form
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PI B\ which is an j^-object and we have an evaluation map e: B->Y~[BA. Using the

fact that sä is q e r, we factor e as g ° r{B) where r{B): B -> R(B) is epi and R(B) is

an j^-object.

We now show that R(B) is the reflection of B and r(B) is the reflection map. Let

f: B-> A where A is an J3/-object. Since sä is q e r,/may be factored through a Bh,

hence through f] -#a via the evaluation map and thus through R(B) via r(B).

R(f) is the composition of the other three maps on the perimeter of the square

in the diagram. It is clear that f=R(f) ° r(B) and R(f) is unique because r(B) is epi.

Thus every j'-object has a reflection in sä. |

R(B\

4. Proof of Theorem 2. Since sä is reflective, it contains all "^-products of its

objects; since the product of subobjects of a set of objects is a subobject of the

product of the objects, 3$ contains all ^-products of its objects.

Since ^ is factorable, any ^-map may be factored as an epi followed by a mono.

In particular, any ^-map whose range is a ^-object may be factored via an epi

through a subobject of the range. Since subobjects of j'-objects are ^-objects, SS is a

q e r and hence an epi-reflective subcategory of c€.

sä is clearly a reflective subcategory of 3S. We must now show that r{E) is j'-epi

for each ^-object B.

Suppose/, g: R{B) -> B' are two j'-maps such that/° r{B)=g°r(B). Let m be the

subobject map from B' to some ^/-object, A. Then m°fo r(B) = m ° g ° r(B): B^-A.

Since this map must have a unique reflection, it follows that m ° f=m ° g. f=g

because m is mono and sä is a ^-epi reflective subcategory of 3$. ■
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5. Proof of Theorem 3. => (2) is clear as in §3. By Theorems 2 and 1, we have

(3). It can be shown that if (A,f) is a ^-quotient object of B, then {A, R(f)) is an

^-quotient object of R(B). Since si is cowell powered, (1) follows.

o Since has products, it follows from (2) that si contains each J'-product of

.s/-objects. Using (3), it follows from Theorem 1 that s/ is a reflective subcategory

of J1.

33 is a q e r subcategory of ^ as in §4. Using (2), we may show, as in §4, that 33

contains each "^-product of J'-objects; by Theorem 1, 33 is a reflective subcategory

of <€. Thus stf is a reflective subcategory of c€.

We may show that any ,j/-epi is a ^-epi; it then follows from (1) that s>/ is

cowell powered. ■

6. Extremal subobjects. Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 4, it will

be necessary to develop part of the theory of extremal subobjects. These results are

contained in a paper by Isbell [6], but will be obtained somewhat differently, here.

6.1. A regular subobject is extremal.

Proof. By a regular subobject, we mean a subobject that is the difference kernel

of two maps. If (A,f) is the difference kernel of (gu g2) and f=m ° e where e is epi,

then g1 o m=g2 ° m. Thus, there is an h such that m=f ° h. It can be shown that h

is the inverse of e and thus (A,f) is extremal. |

6.2. In a well powered category with intersections and difference kernels, if

f o e = m o g where e: A -*■ B is epi and m.C^Dis extremal mono, then there is a

map h: P> —> C such that h o e=g and m ° h=f.

Proof. Let (I, x) be the intersection of those subobjects of D through which both

m and/factor. Let m=x ° y and f=x ° z. x ° z ° e=f'° e = m ° g=x ° y ° g. Since

x is mono, z ° e=y ° g. Suppose u,v:I^J such that u ° y = v ° y. Then, u ° z o e

= u o y o g = v o y o g = v o z ° e; since e is epi, u ° z = v ° z. Thus, y and z both factor

through the difference kernel of (u, v). One may show that this implies that this

difference kernel is isomorphic with /; whence, y is epi. Since m is extremal mono,

y must be iso. Let h=y~x ° z. Now f=x ° z = x ° y ° y~x ° z = m ° h. Also m° g

=f o e = m ° h o e. Thus g=h o |

We now have the major lemma of this section.

A
e

tP
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6.3. Let 2 be a small category and sä be a well powered category with intersections

and difference kernels. If two functors Fu F2: S> —> sä have left roots and a natural

transformation \x:F1^-F2 such that for each ^-object D, tx(D) is an extremal mono,

then the induced morphism f mapping the left root of Fx to the left root of F2, is an

extremal mono.

Proof. We show first that / is mono. Let (Lh <j>d be the left root of Ft. Suppose

/o x=f o y, where x,y: A ->JLf. Then

MAO ° ^i(-Da) ° X = c£2(£>A) ofo x = <f>2(DK) o/o y = tt(£)A) o <^(Z)A) o y.

Since /x(£)A) is mono, it follows that c£j.(.Da) ° x = <f>1(D,j) ° y. It can be shown that

these maps are consistent with Fx. By the definition of "left root", there must be a

unique map from A to Lx which when composed with each c/>i(£>A) yields the corre-

sponding (f>!(DÄ) o x. Thus x=y and /is mono.

Fi(A0    KD>)  > F2(DX)

We now show that /is extremal. Suppose f=x ° e, where e: Lx -> C is epi. Since

each ix(Df) is extremal mono, we may apply 6.2 to obtain maps hA: C -> F^Df).

These induce a map h: C —> Lx which can be shown to be the inverse of e.

The preceding result is equivalent to the statement that the extremal monos are

closed under the formation of left roots in Morph (sä).

Corollary I. In a category satisfying the above conditions, the product of

extremal subobjects of a set of objects is an extremal subobject of the product of the

set, each containing object being taken as often as it occurs.

Corollary 2. In a category satisfying the above conditions, the intersection

of a family of extremal subobjects of a given object is again an extremal subobject.
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Proof. The subobject maps define a natural transformation from the diagram

determined by the family of extremal subobjects, to the constant diagram con-

sisting of the object. Since the left root of the first diagram is the intersection of the

extremal subobjects and the left root of the constant diagram is itself, it follows

from 6.3 that there must be an extremal mono from the intersection to the contain-

ing object. I

6.4. In a well powered category with intersections and difference kernels, the

composition of two extremal monos is an extremal mono.

Proof. Suppose g°f-h°e where g and / are extremal monos and e is epi. By

6.2,/factors through e and therefore, e is iso. ■

6.5. In a well powered category with intersections and difference kernels, any map

may be factored as an epi followed by an extremal mono.

Proof. Consider a map, /: A-+B; let (C, m) be the intersection of those ex-

tremal subobjects of B through which/factors. Suppose f=m <> g. By 6.3 Corollary

2, m is an extremal mono. Using 6.1 and the method of 6.2, g can be shown to be

epi. ■

7. Proof of Theorem 4. In view of Theorem 1, we need only show that, under

the conditions, si contains all J'-extremal subobjects of its objects iff si is a q e r

subcategory.

=> Let/: B-> A where A is an si-object. By 6.5, f=m ° e where e is epi and m is

extremal mono. Using our hypothesis, we see that the range of e is an si-object and

that si is a q e r subcategory.

o Let (B, m) be a ^-extremal subobject of an si-object A. Since si is q e r, we

have m=f ° g where g is an epi whose range is an si-object. Since m is extremal, it

follows that g is iso and B is an si-object. |

8. Proof of Theorem 5. Let C be a ^-object with reflection map

r(C): C-> R(C), where R is the reflector from <T to si. By 6.5, we may factor r(C)

as m o r'(C) where r'(C): C-> R'(C) is epi and m: R'(C) Ä(C) is mono. Using

reflection properties, it may be shown that R(C) = R(R'(C)) and m = r(R'(C)). As

in §4, si may be shown to be a ^"-epi-reflective subcategory of 8&'.

It remains to show R' .t! -+88' is a reflector with reflection maps, r'(C). Let

/: C^>B', where B' is a ^"-object; say, (B',m') is an extremal subobject of an

si-object, ,4. By the reflection property, there is an R(m' °/): A^C) -*■ A such that

R(m' °f)°m° r'(C) = m' ° f. By 6.2, since r'(C) is epi and m is extremal mono,

there is an R'(f): R'(C) -> B such that R'(f) ° r'(C)=f. It is unique because

/•'(C) is epi. We have thus shown that 88' is an intermediate subcategory of (s/, c€).

Suppose S) is an intermediate category of (si, ci). In this case, 3i contains si

and is a ^-epi-reflective subcategory of (€. By results in §§3 and 7, 2 contains all of

the "^-extremal subobjects of "^-products of its objects and, in particular, &i^8$'. |
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R(C)
R(tri of)

R\f)

ni

R'(C)

r'(Q

C

9. Proof of Theorem 6. It is not difficult to show that 88" is closed under the

formation of "^-products and ^-subobjects; 88" is thus a ^-epi-reflective subcategory

Let R" :88"->s4 be the restriction of the reflector R: % s/. It is clear that R"

is a reflector and we need only show that each reflection map r"(B") is J"'-epi. By

6.5, we have r"(B") = m ° e where e is "^-epi and m is ^-extremal mono. B', the range

of e is a J"-object. One may show that m = r"(B') = r(B') and R"(B") = R"(B')

= R(B'), by using the reflection property.

Thus, since 88" was defined in such fashion that the reflection maps from ^'-objects

remain epi, m is ^"-epi. Thus r"(B") is 88"-epi and 88" is an intermediate category

of (j< T).

Let 2d be an intermediate category of (s/, c€). By Theorem 5, 2^.88'. Since, in

particular, the reflection maps of all of the ^"-objects must be 9i-tp\, it follows that

10. Proof of Theorem 7.   (1) is a simple consequence of Theorem 4.

(2) Suppose 3> is a reflective subcategory containing £f. Let «? be the smallest

intermediate category of (3>, ̂ ) as described in Theorem 5. It follows from Theorem

5, that 88c.£. Let Tbe an ^-object: suppose (T,f) is a J'-extremal subobject of U,

a product of elements of By 6.5, we may factor/asm«e where e: T—> V is

ff-epi and w: K—>■ (7 is <f-extremal mono. (S may be shown to be left complete

and well powered.) Again by 6.5, factor masm^ ex where ex: V-> W is ^-epi

and m1: WU is "^-extremal mono. W is a ^-object and thus an 6'-object;

therefore ex is iso and V is a ^-object. We may now use the fact that/is ^-extremal

mono to obtain that e is iso; it follows that 7"is an cf-extremal subobject of U and,

by Theorem 4, a ^-object. Thus stf <^3>.

of ff.

7?"(/7")

B"
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(3) S3 is an epi-reflective subcategory of (€. Since ^ is left complete and S3 is

closed under the formation of ^-left roots of .^-diagrams, it follows that SB is left

complete. Finally, we show that all J'-monos are ^-monos, from which we establish

that Si is well-powered. Suppose m: D -> B is a ^-mono and that m °f=m o g,

where / and g map a "^-object C to D. Reflect C in S3 to obtain the diagram.

B

C

Now since r(C) is epi, it follows that m o R(f)=m ° P(g). Since w is a J'-mono, it

follows that R(f) = R(g) and /=g. Thus J1 and ja/ satisfy the conditions of Theorem

4 and ^ is a reflective subcategory of S3 and thus of

11. Proof of Theorem 8. (1) By Theorem 4, each contains all ^-extremal

subobjects and ^-products of its objects; hence so does f] si{.

(2) As in §10, S3 is left complete, and well and cowell powered. Thus by (1),

P) sJ{ is a ^-epi-reflective subcategory of S3 and a reflective subcategory of e€.

(3) By (1), H ®i is a ^-epi-reflective subcategory of ^ and as in §10, f| ®x is left

complete, and well and cowell powered. Each C] ̂ -product is a ^-product; since

each ^contains all ^-products of its objects, C] s/t contains all (~) ̂ -products of

its objects. Let (B, m) be an C] ^-extremal subobject of an C] ^-object, A.

By factoring m first in S3{, then in <€, as an epi followed by an extremal mono, we

may establish that m is a ^-extremal mono. Hence, B is an ^-object and, since

this is true for all i, an C] ^-object. Thus f) s/t is an epi-reflective subcategory of

12. Applications to ST. The example which has motivated a good deal of the

work on reflective subcategories is that of the category of compact-Hausdorff

spaces, which is a reflective subcategory of 3~. In this case, the smallest intermediate

subcategory is the category of completely regular spaces; these are the ^extremal

subobjects (i.e. the subspaces) of the compact-Hausdorff spaces. The reflection
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of an object is then its Stone-Cech compactification. The largest intermediate

category would be the category of those spaces which when they are the range of a

map from a completely regular space do not permit extension of the map to its

Stone-Cech compactification in more than one way. ^ is a proper subcategory

of this category.

Kennison [2] mentions and characterizes two main types of reflective sub-

category of R : (1) those in which the reflection map is onto, (2) those which are

contained in ^ and have dense reflection maps. The first of these is the class of

epi-reflective subcategories and the second is the class of those reflective sub-

categories having ^ as an intermediate category. He asks if there might be other

types. To produce another type, we need an intermediate category in which epi

has a different meaning. This is provided by &~0, in which e: S —> Tis epi iff for each

x e T, every neighborhood of x intersects x~ r\e (S), [7]. An example of a reflective

subcategory of this type is the category of ^-extremal subobjects of products of the

connected doublet (the two point space with three open sets). This category is,

incidentally, the smallest mono-reflective subcategory of &~0. In the same way, the

indiscrete spaces form the smallest mono-reflective subcategory of 3~ and the

compact-Hausdorff spaces, as Kennison has pointed out, form the smallest

mono-reflective subcategory of the category of completely regular spaces. One may

obtain a general result for any category which has a cogenerator which is an ex-

tremal subobject of any containing object.

Much work remains to be done on the problem of the classification of reflective

subcategories of 3~ and this will, perhaps, motivate more general results.
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